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6. There may be times when Jt: is fitting to practise
the philosopher's policy o;f sUtJnce, but there are
certainly other times when 1;0 r,efrain from expressing
an opinion would be a kind of cOlwardice not in keeping
with the moral responsibiliticlSi we have undertaken
in promising to "maintain in~t,ernational peace and
security"•

7. The true way to peace as Clefined by our Charter
is not that of force based on conventional and nuclElar
weapons, because an armameJlt policy, whatever its
motives, embodies, if we analyse it thoroughly, some
thing injurious-the element of, premeditation which in
criminal law is not easily excused by extenuating
circumstances. Armaments a:rouse doubts and suspi
cion, and as force is answereld With force it is enoul~h

for one country to begiIl~l'ningfor the contagion to
spread among all the other countries that are ina
position to arm.

8. That is, briefly, in my delegation's view, the way
international tension is created, maintained and de
veloped~ keeping on tenterhooks the political ~md

military authorities in -those countries which ha.ve
plunged madly into the construction of the most
monStrous arsenal of modern times. Mutual distrust
finally engenders fear, an emotion that is most dif- ,
ficult' to restrain, for a man who is afraid is n()t
absolutely sane and there is always a danger that he
may commit acts of despair and madness.

9. The fact that humanity has twice been plunged into
disaster in less than a generation reminds us that, if!
history repeats itself, it is chi.efly because man re
fuses to. change. If the light of reason does not prevail
in time to make the nations understand each other a
little better, we alllmow from recent experience what
unfortunate and startling use may one, day be made of
this iormidable arsenal of destruction that has been
accumulated over the years at the cost of large sums
which, otherwise invested might have served to pro
mote the welfare of so many needy peoples.

10. In the dark and gloomy picture I have just drawn,
the clouds on the horizon seemed to many, until quite
recently, to be the presage of further calamities on
earth~ But the recent talks between the grer~t Powers
at Genevu. on the serioUS problem of disarmament,
which we so anxiously followed, are the kind of ini...
tiative that soon leadS to the muchdesired atmosphere
of relaxation in international affairs.

11, Such efforts are an attempt to re-kindle the flame
of hope which yesterday was dim and flickering, and
to restore the spirit of understanding in those who
once, having; fought s;de by side on all the battle-fields
and knowing only too' well the horrors of war, brought
into being at San Francisco tr~ Charter of the United
Nations in whieh they all promtsedtoprefer the pacific
settlement· of disputes to the use of armed force.

12. The meetings which have made international
history during recent weeks have given us new hope
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1. Mr. A~GUSTE (Haiti) (translated from French):
My first words must be addressed to Mr. BelaUndt:.\
to congratulate him on behalf of the delegation of
Haiti on the highly important and difficult position he
is called upon to occupy as President of the General
Assembly at this fourteenth session, the great session,
as it may well be called on account of certain
memorable events that will be recorded in its annals.

2. I understand from those who have already spoken
here, and who have long enjoyed the privilege of his
company, that Mr. Belannde was chosen to guide the
work of this international assep1bly in recognition of
his outstanding qualities as a diplomat, statesman and
scholar, which have never ceased to impress them
throughout his long and brilliant career.

3. His colleagues were therefore equally inspired by
affection and admiration when they elected him to use
his rich experience in presiding over and guiding this
Assembly on which the anxious eyes of the world are
fixed. And I feel sure that(for bim it is one of the
greatest satisfactions of his-public life. He will per
form his duties with his Gustomary dedication, in the
lmowledge that he is now serving a great cause, the
cause of our civilization and of a world longing for
true peace. My delegation congratulates him on the
great honour done to him.

4. We regret his absence on account of ill-health
during the last few days and beg you, Mr. President,
to convey to him our sincere wishes for a speedy
recovery.

5. The greatest honour of my public life now falls to
me, namely that of speaking for my country as the
head of the Haitian delegation to this fourteenth
session of the great family of the United Nations. Any
em.otional note in my voice may be attributed either
to the atmosphere and circumstances,which may make
a speaker nervous on a "great day", or to a Sense of
personal inadequacy in speaking at this rostrum from
Which the greatest politicians of the world have
addressed such distinguished audie~ces.

In the absence of the President, Mr. B~rard

(France), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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and strength to combat the surges of pessimism. that notion that certain countries are incapable of ever
nurture and intensify the anxiety which is so fatal to attaining self-government.
the cause of peace.

21. Thanks to the positive achievements of the
13, When our Charter, inspired by the abstractprin- United Nations, the recognition of new States is no
c'· "lS of the rights of man, stipulates international longer postponed indefinitely as it used to be.
co-operation and the development offriendlyrelations

ti 1 1 22. The hard way of independence has no longer to
among na ons, it imp ieit y condemns the armaments be learnt in isolation, under the scrutiny of those who
race, even in circumstances where man, to salve his eli .
conscience, tries to justify it by the old SaW of pre- esociate themselves from the process and watuh

from a distance to see what experience will prove.
serving peace by the preparing for war.. History is a Like young saplings shooting proudly upwards, the new
sufficient reminder of how the empires of the independent States Rfe fostered with a care which is
Napoleons of every age came to an end. yet another indication of the changes wrought in the
14. The important meetings to which I refer are world today by the many opportunities which b~tter

present proof that reason and wisdom can work a international understanding can offer. The social
miracle, that men are not only capable of u~rl.ting for conscience is making itself felt everywhere.
purposes of destruction but also for construction, the 23 The rOcher t i givi th htki d f t hi • 1 coun r es are ng more oug

n 0 cons ruction w ch gives them stature in our than ever to the fate of the under-developed countries 0

eyes, because they are prepared to make mutual con- '
cessions to win the greatest battle of all-the battle We look forward to the day when a better distribution
for peace, and because the human spirit has for once of this world's goods will make charitable works
achieved"'a rare victory of the mind over the emotions. unnecessary. That is the object of the many cultural,

social, economic and humanitarian measures under..
15. The sociologists, who try to explain away e'~,rery.. taken by the specialized agencies to improve the lot
thing to prove to us that spontaneous generation does of man, whatever his race 'or oreed, andto drive back
not exist in their field, will tell us that what the ignorance, poverty and disease. Privileges and
uninitiated considers astonishing is only the result of barriers are disappearing, and only anunfortunate few
more int~r-dependence among men, the abolition of fail to realize it.
distances a.lld the age-old n~ed to g'i."OUp together which 24. We are so disturbed by the clash ofarms and the
has its modern expression in words like "common nuclear tests which poison the atmosphere that we do
market" or "continentalismIf-soon, no doubt, to be not stop to examine the significance of all these sonial
replaced by "intercontinentaUsm". upheavals revealing what some call "adjustment of
16. The United Nations represents, I think, 1:.lte great ideals". There is no pure ideology at the present time.
cross-roads to which all the magnificent efforts to Let us admit that th~ different systems borrow ideas
unite men and nations converge. It is a meeting-place from each other, and let us hope that from this inter..
of all political creeds, where men learn to accept change there may emerge· one day a standard and
contradiction and where they hold seemingly com- vi'talized specimen of a SOCiRI and economic democracy
monplace talks which have, however, often helpad to which is thoroughly sound and healthy.
remove foolish obstacles by giving us the opportunity , '

25~ In the meantime, however, our great concern
to see each othex' in a more human light. should be the problem of under-development, which
17. That is the significance of the talks between the carries with it ignorance, poverty and disease.
great Powers responsible for thra fate of our civiliza- 26. Hitherto the remedy of increased production has
tion, considered in conjunction with other equally im- been the one stressed by well-intentioned people who
portant events which redoundtothecreditoftlie United would begin by creating wealth so that there is food
Nations, such as the accession to independence of the and housing and comfort for all. But in a capitalist
new African States. economy such as ourS, based on profit making and not
18. The close ties which bind my country to Africa on social needs, an economy that we have no real wish
compel me to express on behalf of the delegation of to see changed, the more riches accumulatedthe more
Haiti our tremendous satisfaction at seeing those necessary it beco~es to make the machinery fol," their
States represented here in this A.ssembly, on the same distribution more efficient and flexible.
footing and with the same rights as any other States 27. If a capitalist economy is to be s'ound, it must
Members of the United Nations. have constant means of expansion, and this can best
19. Let us fiot then give way to despair, for there is be ensured by the easy circu· ~tion of wealth; there
now in the world something different and new which must be ready access to it· through a high degree of
does man credit, namely, the great advance made in purchasing power, an extension of credit, an invest
~nternational political thought. Thanks to all these ment policy leading to more employment, and lastly,
(,hanges, independence is no longer something to be international trade free from any restrictions based
'Iorutally r.natched, as in the last century or more than on the rigid economic nationalism which has done so
150 years ago, by fire, sword and destruction. much harm in the past.

20. The Trusteeship System, as established by the 2a. However, we must recognize that everything has
Charter, is a progressive method of achiev:i.ng in- been done to create wealth. Indeed, technology has
dependence and self-government, by accelerating the joined forces with educption and hygiene in launching
politi~al and social development of peoples that have an offenstve that undoubtedly does credit to the great
not yet reached political maturity. It sets the seal on ,captainS who planned it. In certain instances, the
the' right to independence. And if certain other prin- various groups are vying with one another in taking
ciples of priplary importance demand that it be made the initiative against under-development. Millions are
conditional, the system still s~rves to safeguard the being appropriate«;i and armies of technicians are
right to independence and to destroy the old false moving to and fro in the less developed and under-
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develop~d areas~ Many people are today amazed that. uphold-me~ to protect dneselfand to ensure the
though years have passed, the results are still rathe:r survival of the civilization we cherish.
meagre. Although there la no doubt that inroads have
been made on ignorance, poverty and disease, they 33- Social evils cannot be cured by the development
still oppress million,& of human beings. Of the eighty- of a philanthropy which only encourages indigence and
two countries which make up the great international impoverishes the individual, sometimes permanently.
community to which we belong, app:roximately two- ,They can be only cured by putting man in accordance
thirds-sixty, to be exact-are classified technically with his sense of dignity, now so muchdiscussed,in a
speaking, as less developed and unde~-developed position where he can develop his own natural :re-
However, no less an authority than Mr. Hoffman: sources. The motives fo:r helping him effectively do
Managing Director of the Special Fund, comments as not spring from considerations of humanity or 0.1-
follows on these countries: ~ruism, but from a true understanding of everyone's

Immediate or long-term inte:resb, as tnade evident
"But many of them were not inherently poor, but to us by the interdependence of economic facts.

simplv unexploited, and the cost to the advanced .
nationS of a truly adequate program would not be 34. The fact that only twenty-two out of a community
too burdensome.. If the 5 billion dollars of technical of eighty-two Members can pride themselves on not
assistance needed over the nextdecade were devoted being a prey to economic anxiety is irrefutable proof
to developing and t:i.'acldng down these natural re- that under-development is not a subjective condition,
sources, it seemed quite possible to raise-on are- exiSting in a given country o:r race, but rather an
payable basis-the 30 billion dollars of capital in- almost universal one. This does not meanthat another
vestment that were necessary for the steady type of economy should be sought; it means that our
development of those countries which form 60 ofthe economy is sick and must be cured as soon as pos-
82 eN members."!!' sible.

29. The specific facts which emerge from these 35. Our economy is hamstrung by extremist eco-
words of Mr.. Hoffme:a are so important that they nomic nationalism which has never given up its
should be analysed. Let it be noted at the outset by struggle and hampers the developmentof international
those who would still ignore it that an under-developed trade. It is on international trade that we must rely to
country is not necessarily a poor or a ruined one. stimulate investment, develop employment opportuni..
The irony of things inthis world is that, although these ties, and enSUl"e a good market. It is the eminently
countries may be potentially rich-their valuable sound way to bring about universal well-being.
natural resources giving them, so to say, a vocation 36. This vision of reality has of late deeply stirred
for wealth-they have not yet been able to develop the conscience of mankind. The emotioris andamdeties
them, since they lackboththe means andthe necessary to 'Yhich heads of Gover~ents and politicians were
technological experience to do so. subJect are now being experienced by j,ndustrialists
30. The facts in the quotation I have just cited in- and businessmen. Government leaders and the re-
dicate that the problem of under-development admits sponsible parties are meeting and consulting one
of a quicker and more harmonious solution than some another. Throughout the worldi there is a desire to
may have believed possible. All that need be done is redulce protectioni~m to mere emergenoy measures~
set the price, and Mr. Hoffman tells us that peop e are turning towards the Common Market, which
30~OOO million dollars would sut:Uce. Now, what does IS the new semi-libe:ral formula adapted to the atomic
this most substantial sum whichwould effectively cure age. In Europe i the satisfying experiences with
economic evils-the source of all other evils in the Benelux and the Cnal and Steel Community have led
world-represent when comparedwiththe 100,000 mil- those people who have experienced the happy effects
lion dollars spent annually on militarybudgets by those of partial economic disannament to think of theCom-
who-in pursuing a mirage which entices all who are mon Market which could be compared to some kind
foolish enough io follow it oyer the precipice-arm of economic federation. The conversations which are
themselves for destruction in/the vain hop:? ofwresting taldng place in certain quarters nearer to us show
for themselves world hegemony. that Latin America is worldng in the same direction.

31. More than millions ofdollars areneededtocarry 3'1. The feeling of danger which we have felt for a
out a truly adequate progra,mme against under- long time is spreading everywhere, and dis(cussions
development, to use Mr. Hoffman's own words. This of the utmost importance for the defence and future
would be a third of the thousands of millions spent of our economy have just been held at the Seventeenth
annually to mount the terrifying machine of warwhich Congress of the International Chamber of Commerce
now threatens world peace. at Washington. It is comforting to note thegreatdeci~
32. It is Jtrue that, when attempts ar(~ made albeit I:I10ns taken by the giants of world economy repre-
With inadequatE; iunds, );0 stamp out under..d~velop- sented among the forty countries. Let us hope that
ment, it nan at any rate be said that an effort is being business leaders, inspired-by''the new concept they

d have of their responsibiUtie!d, will ;~on1ront the
ma e. But such an effort resembles Gbarity; it is not dangers of. the moment by applying the right treat.-
a thorough programme of economie rehabilitation S
which will heal not one country or one continent but a ment, so tate institutions can cure social eVils better
world-the free world, built on the rock of the and more quickly than could any essentially politic;u
capitalist economic system. To o'Vercome the under- organization left to its own devices, which falls only
development which endangers the whole economic too easily a prey to the intrigues for infi'QC}nce and to
Bystem-~o intimately linked to the' ideals which we the :pas~_!,onswhich blind judgement.

38. I am. speaking on behalf of a country which in
the past century, achieved its independence under
exceptional circumstances. Perhaps this is the proper
moment to say that my country has greatly Suffered
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46. It is only natural that those of us who believe in
spiritual forces should be stirred by any signs of
good will, by an awakening of conscience and by any
exceptional effort on the part of our pOliticians, even
when such SymptOMS bear the marks of personal
interest, for it is something new that personal in..
tvl'est should seek to ally itself with the interests of
the community.

47. Those who 'also believe in human values and
happen to find them along the path of life should stop
to pay homage to the man who embodies those values
and to point out his merits~ particularly when his
actions support the high ideal of "every day more
every day better". It isthereforeaparticularpleasur~
for the Haitian delegation to pay public tribute to the
Secretary-General of th~ United Nations, a man who
time and again has commanded the admiration of all
for his profound sense of social justice and bis
eminent qualities as a statesman.

48. Mr. SHANAHAN (New Zealand): Mr. President
allow me, through you, to offer to Mr. Bela:u.nde my
congratulations uVOn his election as President of the
General A.ssembly and my best wishes for his
speedy recovery from his present indisposition.
Mr. Bela1inde's warmth of personality, his long and
perhaps ,unique experience i~ the service of this
Organization and his devotion to the cause of the
United Nations are 1o}.own to all of us. The fourteenth
session of the General Assembly is fortunate indeed
in its choice of the presiding offlcer.

49. I should also like to tflke this opportunity to
express my sympathy to the leader' of the delegation
of, Ceylon and, through him, to the Government and
people of Ceylon on the tragic death of the late Prime'
Minister, Mr. Bandaranaike, whom I was privileged

,to khow personally. ' . '
, .

50. To speak late in this annual'debate confers an
advautage, and I think it also creates an obligation.
I have had the benefit of, listening to the statements of
many representati~res,~r~gardto those ~atterswhich
are of paramount concern to all the Members of the
Vplted Nations. In placing b~fore the Assembly the
~ews of my own Government on soine of thesequesu

tiona,' I recognize a duty to avoid needless repetition.
I should therefore like to preface my remarks with a
few observations about t.he. t~nor of the debate.

51. There has' been ample testimony that all the
Governments and peoples ,of the world seek the goal
of disarm'ament. EverYQne !mows that the quest is
desperate~ for ,we live in the' shadow of a growing
destructive power which our forbears could scarcely
have imagined. Many sppakers have emphasized the
imminence of this peril. If 'we do not soon .find a way
to bring about disarmament, a point may 'tie reached
at which-by miscalculation or design-events may
make further discussion meaningless.

52. In our recognition of these dangers'!! we are' all of
one mind. We are also united, I think, in deploring
the huge wastage of human skills and natural re
sQUrct'Js in further.ing destructive ends. Since the
eJ3tablisbment of the United Nations. much has been
done' through international co-operation to assist the
advanC'ement of tp.e.less developed countries. In any
historical perspeCtive, this record. is impressive:
but, as the Secretary-General reminded ,us twelvf:l
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45. Our forefathers who built a home for the Haitians
upon the ruins oi Santo Domingo bequeathed
t9 us a sound economic and social structurewhen they
based it on a system ofsmall holdings. They were men
of great vision for, in 1804, they did what others
recommended more than 150 years later.

from the isolation in which it WD.$ held ln the past by
the ideas of the time.

39. In this continent-where, with their civic spirit,
• love of liberty and devotion to the principle of non"

intervention, the men of today remind us of the
heroism, the spirit of solidarity and the noble virtues
of their fm:'efathers-Haiti·was the second State which
sprang directly from the principlea of 1789. Og~ and
Chavannes, who, under the tropical sIdes of Santo
Do,mingo, were tho first men on this continent to de
mand the appliication ofthese principles, were coloured
men, French s(~ttlers' sons who had studied in Franue
at a time when the very air vibrated with the ideal of
liberty. Once home. their ears still rinJdnJ1: with the
Marseillaise a,nn the tumult of the stormin~ of the
Bastille, they l'nay have paid dearly for daringto speak
of "natural rights". But the idea of those innate rights
found a deep echo in the minds of those who were 130
cruelly exploited. For the first time in the history of
mankind, an entire class of men becf:-rn.e conscious of
its rights. It was the signal for thewar of independence
in the Republic of Haiti, which helped the dawn of
liberty for all slavsls on the American continent.

40. We shall tlu'Jughout our })istory bear the marks
of this spirit of the F'rench revolution-the determina
tion to fight unremittingly all forms of privilege.

41. Our economy must also be liberal, like the One
that pr~vailed when it was born. I need hardly recall

I how that economy suffered when protectionism was
applied everywhere and the world had to live under
conditions of real economic warfare. We accepted in
all good faith the classical economists' liberal thesis
of a division of labour among nations and kept
our status as an essentially agricultural country,
selling our primary commodities and raw materials
in accordance with the law of supply and demand. Un
fortunately~ this law has proved nothing but a snare,
for iis functioning has been upset by the imperialism
of the stronger nations.

42. Our economy, as I have said, is essentially a
liberal one: for more than a century and a half we
have used no protectionist weapons to protect and
industrialize ourselves J as we had the right to do.
Our customs duties are of a purely fiscal nature;
we have neither quotas, nor import prohibitions nor
exchange control in our country. We are in prin
ciple, therefore, the most fervent supporters of
international free trade based Oll the theory of com
parative costs.
43. The impoverishment of agricultural countries,
brought about by the enormous and unjust discrepancy
in the prices of agricultural and industrial products
is at.the root of the economy's stagnation and the true
cause of many of our misfortunes and difficulties.
44. Despite the prevailing poverty in our country,
deep devotion to spiritual values among the Haitian
people and' its present Government, led by
Dr. Franc;ois Duvalier, one of our greatest lea&rs,
makes our country on~ of the healthiest in its im
perviousness to ideas which are causingamdety to
many.
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61. I would refer particularly to the negotiations
among the Foreign Ministers of the four Powers which
have .special responsibility in regard to Germany.
These negotiations are of vital importance to the
preservation of peace, and they receive appropriate
mention in the Secretary-General's report ~ th.i)
Assembly [A/4132]. If any attempt were made to
change the situation in Berlin by unilateral action,
the set-back to international -confidence would be
profound, and every field of United Nations endea.vour
would be adversely affect~d. My Government shares
the hope and expectation of the world that the issues
separating the four PovJers will be resolvedbyagree
ment. We have noted "With deep .satisfaction that the
recent meetings between Mr. Eisenhower and
Mr. Khrushchev have yielded renewedpr()mise ofsuch
an outcome.

62.. After their recent talks, the two leaders issued
a commUniqu~ stating that negotiations about Berlin

60. There is, in short, we feel, a new spirit of cor
diaJity in Great Power relationships; but this spiritof
cordiality has still to be translated into terms of
practical achievement. In the field of disarmament,
as in other fields, the pr ;)ofof progress is agree
ment upon concrete measure$., which alone can pro
mote the growth of trusf:nd confidence among the
Great Powers. That is t1,~\~lementof strength which
has so long been lacIl.g in the structure of our
Orga"'j ~ zation; and differences amongthe Great Powers
are a pre.sent source of danger. The quest for prac
tical measures of disarmament should go hand inhand
with progress towards the solution of other outstand
i'.ng political questions. While such problems remain
or continue to arise, they must temper any optimistic
assessment of the international situation.

58. The Soviet plan is also detailed; and, in that
respect, it is-as Mr. Khrushchey auggested when he
spoke to the Assembly-a renovation. of disarmament
proposals put forward by the Soviet Union over a
period of more than thirty years. Nevertheless, the
dramatic feature of the Soviet plan lies in its in
sistence that all the ob~ltacles to agreement among
the great Powers can quicldy be surmounted. As a
declaration of faith and purpose, made by the leader
of one of the world's two most powerful states, this
assertion is of great significance; but the deWled
proposals outlined by Mr. Khrushchev do not inthem-·
selves reveal how the two sides are to reconcile their
desire for disarmament with their natural concern
to preserve their own security. Weneed,lfeel, further
explanations before judging whether the goal. of total
disarmament is capable of such rapid attainment.

59. Meanwhile, I feel, we are entitled to draw en
couragement from the mounting indications of a better
international climate. The imperative need to agree
upon disarmament measures has pro"t1ded the occa
sion and the incentive for a closer understanding
among the great Powers. The progresa made at the
Geneva Conference and the voluntary suspension of
weapons testing by the three nuclear Powers have
contributed to a relaxation of international tension.
The meetings which have takenplace this yearbetween
leaders of the great Powers are another welcome
developm.ent, which cannot fail to reflect itself ill the
disarmament situation.

___1- _ F

months ago,Y the volume of resources absor!.t~d each ment of an adequate .system of controls and super--
year In military uses exceeds the total resources vision.
available for economic deyelopment in Asia, Africa
and Latin America. AU of us, I am sure, would wish
to reverae that trend.

53. Such a display of unity would aeem to enSlU"e
success-if the United Nations were able to function
as the authors of the Charter had envisaged. In a very
real sense, the central problem of disarmamen* is
simply that of achieving among the great Powers· the
basis of mutual confidence and co-operation which is
presupposed in the Chart'er of this Organ.tzation. No
problem is more fundamental, and, of necessity, i't$
solution must largely depend upon the .actions of the
great Powere themselves.

54. :':t is therefore the course of realism to welcome
and elicourage direct negotiatious among the great
powers. My Government gladly aclmowledges the
progress already made at the Geneva Conference on
the discontinuance of nuclear teats, though important
points ofdifference remain. Patience andperseverance
will be needed on both sides; but the attitudes of the
three Powers justify the hope that a soundly-based
treaty will be concluded. The restraint shown by the
United States, the United Kingdom andtheSovietlJnion
in suspending tests of nuclear weapons has encouraged
and reassured world opinion, which was becoming
increai:Jingly alarmed at the rise in radiation levels.

55. It is New Zealand's hope that the last nuclear
weapons test has taken place and that the temporary
suspension of testing will become permanent. There
can, of course, be no assurance Qf such permanence
unless susp~,cion is put to rest by an agreement which
provides for an effective aystem of inspection and
control. This need of an effective fJystem of inspec
tion and control is not of course an end in itself, but
it is, we feel, the nece3sary condition for establishing
international confidence. Ifthe G¢nevanegotiations are
successful, there ·will be muchgreat~rpromise that
other and more complex aspects of the disarmament
problem can in their turn be resolved.

56. My Government believes that the ten-Power dis
armament committee, set up by agreement between
the United States, the United Kingdom; France and the
Soviet Union, will be well placed to promote negotia
tion.s among, the four PoweriJtheJnfilelves. Judged in
this light, the new Committee could not be regarded
as an f,mcroachment upon United Nations prerogatives.,.
We are, however, glad to have the assurance that re
ports of the work of the ten-Power committee- will be
submitted to the Disarm;,mlent Commission. We do
not consider that the United Nations should remain
inactive while the problems .are being examined in
another forum.

57. In thoir statements before the GeneralAssembly,
Mr. Selwyn Lloyd [798th meeting], for the Ullited
!qngdom, and Mr. Khrushchev [799th meeting] , f-:;\r the
Soviet Union, both outlined new disarmament plans.
These are most interesting and important pru!J.Jsals.
They demand careful study. and thorough discussion;
but the contr~sting methods of presentation invite a
prelimimi~y comparison. The United Kingdo~ plan
proceeds by careful stages, building stone upon stone.
The conception of this plan is that the process of
disarming depends directlyuponthe gradual establish-

lJ Official Records or the General Assembly, Thirteenth Session,
fuIppletnent No. lA,j, p. 3. .> ,
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67. If we are to achieve a relaxation of tension in
this area, it must, I think, be agreed that the main
tenance of the United Nations Emergency Force re
main.,q essential. The United Nations Emergenoy
Force has oontinued to carry out its difficult task
with great efficiency; and, in the view of the New
Zealand Government, it deserves the fullest support.
This is surely a case jn which Member States have
the opportunity and the obligation to make a direot
contribution to the maintenance of international peaoe
and security. If we do not face squarely the finanoial
implications of action by this Assembly, we shall
jeopardize the future of the Assembly's own in
strument.

68. The problem of the Palestine refugees, with all
its overtones of social injustice and human suffering,
remains before us. Despite grave financial difficulties,
the United Nations Relief and Worl~ Agency for
Palestine Refugees has carried out its humanitarian
mission with the aid of a devoted staff. The New
Zealand Government beHeves in, and has consistently
supported, the work of the Agency. We think that the
Assembly could not abandon this endeavour and the
people who depend upon it, withou1i compromising the
high ideals of the United Nations and its ooncern for
human welfax-5. Nevertheless, if this work is to con
tinue, the Member States which support it have every
right to expect the full co-operation of the countries
in the area in seeking to achieve a more satisfactory
and permanent solution•.

.. 69.... It is, in every context, regrettable that little
progress has been made in solving the political prob
lems of the Middle East, in spite of the considerable
efforts of the United Nations. This makes it all the
more important that nothing should be done to exacer
bate relationships among the States in the area. As a
small step forward, the international community has
surely the right to expect that the laws of peace will
be applied to situations which are in themselves in
herently peaceful. As it has stated onmany OCC!lSions,
my Government attaches great importance to the prin
ciple of freedom of navigation; and it remains firmly
of the view that the Suez Canal should be operated
under a system which treats the ships of all nations
alike.

70" In reviewing the accomplishments of the United
Nations, a prominent place must be given to the
operation of the Tmsteeship System. The Assembly
can, we feel, take considerable satisfaction in the fact
that four Trust Territories in Africa are approaohing
independence or self-government in 1960. We look
forward to their admission as MemberS of this Or
ganization. It is our hope that they willbe given every
assistance by the United Nations in dealing-With their
early ad:ministrative, edncational and technical prob
lems. AS their numbers 'ft~OW, the independent States
of Africa will, I am sur.:1, play an increasingly im
portant part in the councils of the world.

71. To New Zealand, the work of this Organization
in the field of truste~ship is of special interest; for
the United Nations has entrusted to my country the
important responsibility of administering the Trust,

·,~ ....~ ... , ••,,..,,.... II
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would be re-opened "with a view to roaohing a solu- S30retary-General for his tireless efforts to provide
tion whioh would be in aooordanoe with the interests for the contb.u.anoe of United Nations assistance to
of all oonoerned". I stress the last words; for it is Arab refugees, and in every way to help in bring1n~
right that we should bear in mind the particular in- about an improved international atmosphere in the
terests of the German people, as well as the general Middle East.
interests of the world at large. loan only regret that,
in the European area, there bas been no improvement
in another situation whioh affeots the welfare of a
nation and the right of its people to live mfreedom.
It is t unfortunately, only too clear that in Hungary
repressive polioies have not abated. The Soviet and
Hungarian authorities have oontinuedtodefythe United
Nations. The General Assembly's Special Repre
sentative on the Hungarian Problem has been denied
permission to visit Hungary in pursuance of the
mission entrusted to him.

63. In Asia also there have been developments which
must give the international community deep concern.
I refer particularly to ~,e actions of the Peiping
Government in Tibet. Brutal repressive measures have
been applied on a wide-'spread scale. They were used
to. subdue what was undeniably a genumenational
movement of protest against the destruction of the
separate identity and unity of the Tibetan people.
These actions have been condemned throughout the
wCil'ld, and caunot, we feel, be ignored by this
Assembly.

64. In Laos recent developments have presented this
Organization with a problem very similar to that
which it faced last year in respect of Lebanon. Once
again, the problem involves a small country whose
history and attitudes show that it is no menace to any
other State. Once again, it is oomplained that rebel
elements are being assisted and direoted from out
side and that foreignforoes are direotly involved.
Onoe again, there has been great difficulty in deo
termining the nature and eX~Qnt of the emergency. In
our divided world, there are many techniques of
subversion and indirect aggresa.LOn. They assume
special effectiveness when employed again,st coun
tries which, like Laos, face great internal difficulties
in establishing national unity and stability" When
charges of aggressive conduct call for investigation,
every effort Should be 'made to establishtheir validity.
My Government is gratified that the Security Council
responded so promptly to 'the appeal recently made by
the Government of Laos.

65. In my previous remarks I have laid a heavy stress
upon the need for a better understanding and closer
co-operation among the Great Powers. It is, I think,
self-evident that every step in that direction will in
crease the effectiveness of this Organi~ationand will
advance the cause of peace and security. It is however,
fat' from my intention to imply that the special posi
tion of the Great Powers in any way diminishes the
responsibilities of the United Nations or each Member
State.

66. Despite the handicaps under which it has often
laboured, the United Nations has given many proofs
of its ability to contribute actively to the relief of
international tension. In this respect, it is perhaps
in the Middle East that we are confronted with the
greatest challen.ge. Nowhere is a relaxation of ten
sion more to be desired. The benefits of progress
would be felt throughout the world; but, first and
foremost, they would be reflected in better living
standards for the peoples of the al'ea themselves. In
this context, 1 sh()Uld like to pay a tribute to the
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nomic growth has continued to w:fden. The difficulties
of the less developed countries have been increased
by the declining demand in many cases and the con
tinued lag in tl\e prices received for primary com
modities w:hiJ!h figure so substantially in their
economies. Often this situation is aggravated by
policies which tend to restrict international trade in
raw materials and foodstuffs. SuchpoUcies cause par
ticul~r hardship to countries which are heavily de..
pendent for their incomes on a narrow range of
primary commodities. International economic assist
ance in increasing measure is certainly required; but
an essential need is the adoption by all countries of
policies which will lead to a fuller and freer flow of
trade in primary commodities at prices which will
promote both gx-owthand stability in the less de
veloped countries.

77.. In order to raise living standards for theworld's
rapidly increasing popUlation, a vast co-operative
effort by both developed and under-developed coun
tries is also required. This is a challenge which the
international community must meet. A close analysis
of all existing efforts in the light of priority needs
will indicate the points at which further measures
should be taken to raise living standards.. By reason
of its world-wide associations and its highly qualified
staff, the United Nations is in a partiCUlarly good
position to help in this function. Recently, a number
of ways have been suggested in which the role of the
United Nations in the field of international economic
policy could be developed. Among these, op.e of the
most interesting, we feel, is the suggestion made by
the Secretary-General at the twenty-eighth session
of the Economic and Social Council in Geneva for
high-level discussions on major questions ofeconomic
policy.

78. In the early :part of my statement, I commented
on political problems which can be solved or avoided
only if the great Powers are able to compose their
sharpest differences and to aChieve a greater measure
of mutual confidence and co-operation. I then attempted
to touch upon various a.spects of the wider ra..Tlge of
United Nations 9.ctivities in which other Member
States share with the great Powers the capacity to
make this Organization effective. I have latterly been
speaking of the problem of under-development; and it
is appropriate that I should end my statement by
turning back to the other great overriding issue-that
of disarmament.

79.. It is the prerogative of the United Nations, wnich
has the ultimate responsibility fo!' the maintenance
of world peace, to address itself even to thone prob
lems which fall primarily within the competence of
the great Powers. At this Assembly session, we shall
exercise that prerogative, and we may hope to in
fluence favourably the course of subsequent negotia
tions among the great Powers.

80. Later, the Disarmament COlnmission will re
ceive reports of progress in the ten-Power disarma
ment committee. My Government hopes that the Dis
armament Commission will be active in its approach
to these or other issues within its competence and
ptlrview.

81. But there are extremely important aspects ofthe
disarmament problem which need not be laid aside
to aWai.t progress in negotiations among the great
Powers. In this context, the first requirement would,
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Territory of Western Samoa. During the present
mont~, a cabinet government is being inaugurated in
Western Samoa. That is almost the last major
constitutional step before independence is attained
in a little m.ore than two years' time"

72" It is therefore fitting that I should mention, as a
vindication of United Nations methods, the steady
evolution of this Trust Territory from dependent
status. The establishment of a cabinet government and
other advances have made 1959 perhaps the most im
portant year in Western Samoa's history as a Trust
Territory. These developments have come about
through a close and continuing partnership among the
Samoan people, the New Zealand administration and
the Trusteeship Council. I believe that all three are
entitled to take pride in the results achieved.

73. For New Zealand there. is an additional Source
of satisfa.ction. At the San Francisco Conferen.ce in
1945, the New Zealand representative, Mr. Fraser,
who was then the Prime Minister of my country,
served as Chairman of the Committee which drafted
the trusteeship provisions of the United Nations
Charter. He urged that the idea of tlaccQuntabilitytl
for peoples under trusteeship should be fully ex
pressed. Since that time, New Z~aland's interest in
the theory of trusteeship has been reinforced and
tested by pt>actice. Step by step, my Government has
tried to apply to Western Samoa the concepts dis
cussed and agreed at San Francisco. New Zealand
now looks forward with pleasure to the culmination
of its trusteeship in an independent and prosperous
Western Samoa.

'":4. This year, my country has rejoined the Eco
nomic and Social Council after an interval of ten
years. Once again we have found how useful it is to
be brought into closer touoh with this large and im
portant segment of the work of this Organization. No
Member State is unaffeqted by the activities withinthe
Council's purview. It is, I am sure, very much in the
United Nations own interest that all Member States
should, from time to time, have the opportunity to
serV8 on the Council. Unfortunately, the present size
of the Council restricts these oPPOrtumtitlS unduly;
nor does it provide a membe~'ship wbioh is fully
representative of the various geographical areas of
the world. Discussions which took place in the
Assembly and in the C~unci1 itself have more than
once drawn attention to the benefits which would flow
from increased membership.
75. It is our impression that some changes in the
role of the Council are also demanded if it is to keep
pace with the extension of United Nations interests
and activities. It is, however: equally pertinent to
recall that the Council and its subsidiary bodies al
ready have substantial achievements to their credit.
Among the most notable is the Expanded Programme
of Technical Assistance, which the Secretaxy-General
has justly described as"~\Il example of international
economic co-operation. on an unprecedented scale".
This statement is all the mo~e impressive when it is
remembered that the Expand0d Programme is only one
facet of a larger undertaking-the economic and social
development of the less developed countries•

76. The problem ofunder-development dominates and
Will, fOr' the foreseeable future, continue to dominate
the thinking of the United Nations in the economic
field. Despite the flow of assistance to the under
developed countries, the gap in relative rates of eco-
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89. My delegation, at a recent meeting of the Eco
nomic and Soch.tl Council, stressed the fact that
constructive work in all the fields where it is so
badly needed can be achieved only if the nations in
volved-and we are all involved-consider that they
can have confidence, deep and unshatteredconfidence,
in the stability of peace and in the permanence and
sincerity of frienoJ.y relations among nations.. Only
then can we build on the necessary assumptions of
international co-op\~ration, of steadily increasing
world trade, and of So reauonable and efficient inter
national division of labou:r...

90. Very little indeed could be acbieved, especially
in the economic field, for the benefit of the less
developed parts of the world without. a deep conviction
that we may have faith. in the future and that, con
sequently, it is· really worth-while to build a new
and better world for ourselves, for our fellowmen,
and for coming generations.JJ A/C.l/PV.935,!p. 37.
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seem to be the formulation of measures to limit the and far, that our word can be trusted, that we act
extent of the disarmament problem. otherwise the honourably, without guile or malice. We askfor con-
problem may grow too large for human ingenuity to fidence in auch a foreign policy, which is in keeping
solve. Any effective measure$ to limit the spread of With the Finnish national character, and we are
nuclear capability will make an invaluable contribu- happy to note that our sincere efforts meet with
tion to the cause of peace and will receive the whole- sympathetic response."

hearted support of l.'ew Zealand. 86. Future development of friendly and peaceful re-
82. Mr. ENCKELL (Finlahd): Most speakers in this lations between nations wiU to a great extent be
general debate have referred to the recent visit to the measured by progress in the field of disarmament.
United States of the Head of the Soviet Government. The Finnish Government has, on several occasions,
The meetings between Mr,. Eisenhower and both here and elsewhere, declared its willingness to
Mr. Khrushchev have had a profound impact on the support and, if poss1.ble, to facilitat(. all efforts de-
international atmosphere, and consequently on this signed to bring about genuine disarmament under
Assembly, and. my delegation wishes to take this adequate control, and my delegation wishes to renew
opportunity of joining in the expressions of satis- this pledge at this session. This applies both to the
faction and hope voiced here by so many repre- great aim of general disarmament and to such partial
sentatives before me. These meetings may be seen or interim measures as may be regarded as steps
as the most important single step so far towards the towards the ultimate goal. Any measure which, by
implementation of the resolutions on "Peaceful and advancing disarmament, will serve the cause ofmutual
neighbourly relations among States" (1.236 (XII) and confidence and of security for all nations Will receive
1301 (XIII» adopted unanimously by thl3 Assembly at the support of my delegation, and 'the more far..
its twelfth and thirteenth sessions. The essence of reaching such measures prove to ',."e the more we
these resolutions, as indeed of the Charter itself, was shall welcome them. My delegation also welcomes the
echoed in the commlmiqu6 issued bythe two statesmen decision to resume disarmament negotiations Within
at the close of their talks on 27 September 1959 in the ten-Power disarmament committee as apractical
which they renounced the use of f6rce and pledged way of dealing with the problem at this stage. This
themselves to settling all outstanding international does not, of course, absolve the United Nations of its
issues by peaceful means through negotiation. responsibility in this matter.

83. In a statement on th.ese subjects before the First 87. It seems to me that our main task at the United
Committee at the twelfth session of the Assembly, Nations is to endeavour to create the most favourable
I had occasion to point out that "we in Finland are atmosphere for the forthcoming negotiations., andthis,
loath to see the world we live in consisting of we believe can best be achie'f'ed by concentrating in
separated groups of countries"~ and I ventured to our activities on constructive proposals that could
suggest that "Terms such as East and W!?st ouglit to command the widest possible support among the
belong solely to the realm of geography~ • In saying nations most closely concerned. Such a course of
this, I was not merely voicing pious sentiments; I was .action might most likely prove to be an efficient con-
stating a Finnish national interest. To explain what I tribution to the furthering of our common aim..
mean, perhaps I may restate briefly some ofthe main
principles underlying Finland's foreign policy, which, 88. The question of disarmament is frequently being
in fact, are not without relevance to the main topics linked to that of aiding the less developed countries,
of today. in the sense that saYings in military expenditures

« could release funds for economic development. There
84. For the past fifteen years, Finland has sought to is however also another link between the two prob..
safeguard its security, not by relying on military le~s less 'tangible but at least equally important.
means., but by gaining the confidence of the great This 'lies in the fact that substantial and wide eco-
Power which is its neighbour, by maintaining friendly nomic growth can be achieved only when international
relations with all countries, by disassociating itself tension and suspicion are lessened and the feeling of
from the conflicts of interest and the tensions between ins~cUrity and the fear of war are removed.
others, by adhering faithfully to all obligations under-
taken. Our policy of neutrality, as I believe we ~ave

been able to demonstrate by our worda and actIOns
in the United Nations, is designed to remove Finland
unequivocally from the realm of political speCUlation,
and the more hopeful international atmosphere cannot
but strengf;hen our belief in its success.

85. I should like in this connexion to repeat the fol..
lowing words from a speech by the President of Fin
land, Mr. Urho Kekkonen:

"We I'ealizEI the decisive importance of mutual
trust in international life. It seems to us that we
have succeedEld in building our relations with our
closest neighbours on the firm basis of confidence.
It may be said that honesty in our international
dealings is a national necessity, for it is of vital
importance for Finland that others have confidence
in us. We want to demonstrate to all nations, near
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91. The creation of confidence between nations is excellent introduction to his annual report. He pointed
necessarily a slow and gradual process. We lmowthis out that:
from our own national experience. Mankind has livef "'The various diplomatic and political activities
for so long in a world of strain and crisis that we are in the course of the past year are in full harmony
understandably cautious in our hopes for an improve- with the intentions expressed in the Charter. They
nien~. None of us, I am sure, underestimates the may even be said to reflect obligations which
difficulties of the perhaps long ~rocessofnegottations Member nations have assumed in the Charter. Also,
that lies ahead of us. In this process, the United tt
Nations, we believe, has a vitally important part to irrespective of this formal aspect of the ma er,

those who support the work of the Organizationmust
play. My delegation has consistently advocated the welcome all such serious efforts to further· the
view that our task here is to narrow differences, to
seek solutions that aim at conciliation and compro- purposes for which it was set up, whatever the
mi.se, rather than sharpen exist:L.1g conflicts or create specific form such efforts may take." [A/4132/
new oneS. We, on our part, will continue to do our Add.l, p. 1.]
best to live up to this view. The prestige and authority In another connexion, the Secretary-General described
of the United Nations, in our opinion, cannotbut suffer the United Nations as "an added instrumentproviding,
if we devote our time to proposals and resolutions within the limits of its com.petence, a further or
that turn out to be hollow worda, when tested against ultimate support for the maintenance of peace and
the realities of the world we live in. This should not security." [Ibid.]
be the place to vent our fT' "<ttrations. 93. We have at this stage a great responsibility for
92. My delegation does not share the view that re- using this instrument to its full advantage.
cent trends need mean a diminution of the role of this
Organization. In this context, I wish to recall the
significant words of the Secretary-General in his The meeting rose at 4.35 p.m•
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